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“My husband’s gambling nearly destroyed 
us. He had a high paid job and we’d 
inherited money from parents. We lived in a 
big detached house, had cars, dressed well. 
It’s all gone. 

My counsellor supported me and helped me 
support my family. I’m not saying it’s easy, 
but my family is still together and moving 
on.” 

Contact us:

gamcare@phoenix-futures.org.uk

GamCare Norfolk 
call 01603 660 070

GamCare Suffolk 
call 01473 259 382

Out of office hours support
Ring the GamCare helpline on 0808 8020 133 
(between 8am and midnight, 7 days a week)

Is gambling 
destroying you?

Let us help…
•Confidential and non-judgmental 1to1 counselling 
   service 
•Free for both gamblers and those affected by 

   gambling

•Experienced counsellors will understand your issues   
   and know how best to help you



 How can you help?
 Here are some tips to try straight away;
•   Set yourself a limit and don’t exceed it
•   Don’t chase your losses – leave – walk away
•   Gamble only what you can afford to lose
•   Never borrow money to gamble
•   Stay in control and think of the people who   
      need your support
•   Get a friend or relative to hold your bank cards
•   If you use a book keeper, ask about self 
      exclusion
•   List what gambling has given you and what it has   
      taken away

Are you in control of your gambling?
For most people, gambling is a bit of light hearted 
entertainment. But for some, gambling can get out 
of control. They lose sight of the fact that gambling 
is a game designed to return less in winnings than is 
gambled. Gambling is not a reliable strategy to make 
money.

Gambling can be harmful
When people get into trouble with gambling they 
often can’t stop their betting and end up losing large 
amounts of money. This can lead to feelings of guilt 
and remorse, depression, problems at work ranging 
from poor performance to fraud, poor parenting and 
other relationship problems, family violence, alcohol 
misuse and mental health problems.

Warning signs
When someone has a problem with gambling, warning 
signs include:
•  Feeling detached or ‘emotionally flat’
•  Spending more time or money on gambling than 
     intended
•  Arguing with family and friends after gambling
•  A strong desire to return as soon as possible to 
     win back losses
•  Feeling guilty or remorseful about gambling
•  Borrowing money or selling things to gamble
•  Missing work or college to gamble
•  Hiding the extent of their gambling

Who can help?
The NORCAS GamCare service is funded by GamCare, 
a leading provider for the prevention and treatment of 
problem gambling, and runs throughout East Anglia. 
This confidential and non-judgmental service is free for 
both gamblers and those affected by their gambling. 

I need more help
Our experienced counsellors are trained by GamCare 
and are able to understand whatever issues you bring 
and how best to help you. We offer free 1:1 counselling 
for gamblers or those affected by someone’s gambling.

“Every day I’d spend at least £10 on scratch 
cards. Doesn’t sound like much, but I was 
on benefits at the time. I’d go without food 
some days. I was in a bit of a mess. 

My GamCare counsellor helped me through 
it and it’s not even an issue. I’m working 
now as well.”

“I lost over £12,000 in one year in the 
bookies, money we couldn’t afford to lose. 
I was lying to my family and friends and 
the stress was killing me. Yet again my wife 
caught me and I finally sought help. 

Thanks to my counsellor I haven’t gambled.”


